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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

When 2 MCUs are cascaded, a meeting is scheduled, and the upper and lower MCU join the meeting as a virtual venue. ( )

Options: 
A- True

B- False

Answer: 
A

Question 2
Question Type: FillInTheBlank



Huawei VUE Exam Instructions: 1 The exam randomly draws 60 questions, with a score of 1000, and can be passed by 600;2 After the

question bank is all mastered, you can make an appointment for the exam, and the day before the exam, you can make an appointment

at the nearest test center; 3. The test question types are single choice and multiple choice, judgment, fill in the blanks, drag charts, and

the questions will not tell single choice or multiple choice

You can tell by the options: the radio option is preceded by "Circle", the multi-select option is preceded by "Box"; 4 Exam questions and

options are randomly out of order; 5 Documents: ID Card + (Student ID Work Card Credit Card Social Security Card Passport) One of

the two documents in total 6. Arrive at the test room 10 minutes in advance (if you encounter special circumstances, you can contact the

test room if you are late).

ZTE VUE Exam Instructions:

1. The exam randomly selects 60 questions, with a full score of 100 points, and can be passed by the exam 60 points; (some exams

pass 80 points: for example, ZTE service specifications) 2 The question bank is all palmed

After holding the exam, you can make an appointment for the nearest test center the day before the exam; 3. The test question types are

single choice, judgment, and multiple choice, each with 20 questions; 4 The order of the exam questions is single choice, multiple

choice, judgment; the options are randomly out of order; 5 ID: ID 6 Arrive at the test room 10 minutes early (if you are late in case of

special circumstances, you can contact the test room).

Answer: 

Explanation: 



[Judgment Questions].

Question 3
Question Type: FillInTheBlank

The role of the RTP protocol is ().

Answer: 

Question 4
Question Type: FillInTheBlank

defines the load head RTP load head structure for the A/B/C3 mode as ( ) mode.



Answer: 

Question 5
Question Type: FillInTheBlank

In June 2002, SIP was adopted (), which is the core specification for the SIP protocol.

Answer: 

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Users can call the IP address of the MCU, enter the conference lobby, and create a video IVR according to the IVR prompts Of meetings

().



Options: 
A- True

B- False

Answer: 
A

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Video IVR, on the basis of audio IVR, adds a video interactive interface, which can more easily and intuitively guide users to join a

conference or create a conference on the terminal side. ()

Options: 
A- True

B- False



Answer: 
A
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